Boost Your Finance
Team’s Productivity
With Automated
Expense Management

Expense automation can save businesses time and money by eliminating
cumbersome paper-based expense claims, by allowing accounting teams
to easily review, approve, process, audit and pay expenses, and by
enhancing your organization’s control over spending.
Here are the three reasons why you should automate your expense process, if not
done already. Also, do check out the feature checklist you should consider when
choosing the right expense management software for your business.

Mitigate Compliance Risk & Reduce Audit Burden
With a good expense software, you can
directly configure your expense policies
into the system, making it equipped to
detect any policy violated claims and
notify the employee at the time of filing
itself. This reduces the chances of
out-of-policy expense claims.
If the out-of-policy expenses are still
filed for some reason, the audit trail
and auto-flagging make it easier for the
finance team to quickly identify and
resolve such claims.

Software feature checklist to ensure policy compliance:
Ability to configure complex policy and approval flows
Auto-flagging of out-of-policy spends to reduce audit time
Digital audit trails to provide complete visibility and control

Eliminate Manual Repetitive Work
A good expense management software simplifies expense filing. On the one hand, it
enables finance teams to send notifications and smart nudges to employees asking
for timely expense filing. On the other hand, it lets employees file expenses on the go
via its mobile app. As the system ensures complex policy compliance, follows government tax regulations, and contains all the information on one platform, it frees up the
finance team’s bandwidth to focus on business-critical activities.

Software feature checklist to ensure faster expense filing
Auto-scan receipt (with OCR
technology) for easy and
accurate expense filing
Real-time expense tracking for
complete visibility on
reimbursement status further
reducing queries for the finance
team
Smart notifications nudging
employees for timely expense
filing leading to quicker book
closing by the finance team
Mapping expenses to GL Code
for a faster account
reconciliation process

Ease Financial Reporting & Get In-depth Data Insights
The centralized visibility into expense data and plug-and-play dashboards let CFOs,
finance leaders, and decision-makers analyze expense data in various ways, helping
them forecast expenses and allocating future budgets accordingly.

Software feature checklist for more in-depth data insights
Integrated T&E software giving
your finance team centralized
visibility on spend
In-depth analytics for better
business decisions & control
Powerful dashboard with ready
spend reports for easy
management reporting

Ready to see how automation can save
time and money at your company?

Schedule a free ITILITE demo today!

